The main purpose of this paper is to establish some category theorems for certain classes of "invertible measurable and nonsingular transformations" on the unit interval. We chose our setting to be that of the unit interval in order to simplify the presentation (2). The paper is divided into two parts. The first part contains the background material; here we make precise our terminology and prove some preliminary results. The main result of Part I is an approximation theorem (Theorem 1) which is used essentially in the second part of the paper, but which may be of independent interest. In Part II we prove a category theorem for the positive invertible isometries of L1 (Theorem 2) ; from this in turn we derive our main conclusions (Theorem 3). We wish to remark here that the proofs of our theorems are straightforward and do not use, at any stage, the existence of the concrete examples constructed by D. S. Ornstein in [10] and by R. V. Chacon in [2] . From this point of view our paper is independent of [10 ] and [2 ] . In a certain sense also, Theorem 3 of this paper unifies and extends the results of [10 ] and [2] . We wish to add, however, that we were largely inspired by [10 ] , [2] and [3] and wish to acknowledge our indebtedness to the ideas contained in these papers.
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The principal results of this paper were announced in [7 ] .
Part I
1. Let X= [0, 1 ], St) the a-algebra of Lebesgue measurable subsets of X, p the Lebesgue measure. Let Sf be the vector space of all real-valued immeasurable functions on X; Sf is endowed with the semi-distance (f,g)^p(f,g)= f'V1 i <**• Jxl+\f-g\ As is well known (see [4, p. 178] ), "convergence with respect to p" is equivalent to "convergence in measure." As usual, we shall denote with Sf" the vector space of all/G Sfthat are essentially bounded and with Sá' the vector space of all/G 5^ that are Lebesgue integrable; Sf1 is endowed with the semi-norm /-> ||/|| = Jx\f \dp. Denote by L1 the associated Banach space and by f->f the canonical mapping of Izf ' onto L1.
To simplify our notation, we shall use the term "automorphism" for an "invertible measurable and nonsingular transformation" on the unit interval. Specifically, we shall call automorphism any bijective mapping r of X onto X satisfying the following conditions:
(i) if P G ®, then t(E) E & and t~\E) G &, ( ii) if A G ^and u(A) = 0, then M(r(A)) = M(r-1(A)) = 0.
The set J3^ of all automorphisms is a group for the usual composition ijy, t2) -> tx o t2; we shall denote with e the unit element of this group. For ti,t2E 5& we shall write tx=t2 if u(\x\tx(x)¿¿t2(x) ¡) = 0; this defines an equivalence relation P in J3^ compatible with the group structure of _Qf. Denote by t-*t the canonical mapping of M onto the quotient group Stf/R. The set 50 is a multiplicative group; we shall denote by 7 the identity operator ( = the unit element of &).
For every r £_c/ we shall denote by m°t_1 the measure on &) defined by the equations (p°t~1)(E) = p(t'1(E)), P E@. The measure m°t_1ís clearly absolutely continuous with respect to p. (in fact even equivalent to p) ; we shall denote by (duoj-^/du the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p°T~1 with respect to p. For every t E-S^ we shall denote by TT the isometry induced by t; T, is defined by the equations: r,/=/or-'.^, fE^\ dp It is easily seen that Tt £ &. By a theorem of S. Banach (see [ 1, p. 178 ] and [9] ) every 71£ & is induced in the above sense by some automorphism r, it follows that the mapping t -♦ T, is a representation of the group S& onto the group &. Now for rb t2£ Stf we have T, = T, if and only ti = t2. We deduce that the mapping t^T7 is an isomorphism of Stf ¡R onto *0.
2. In what follows, the term partition (respectively, almost partition) of X will always mean a finite collection say \AX, ■■■,AP\ of pairwise disjoint sets such that: (i) AkE &, n(Ak) > 0 for each 1 ^ A gp; (ii) UiskSPAk=X Let P E$ and define the symbol áP to mean P if 5= 1 and CP if 5 = 0.
Given By, ■ ■ -, Bm E S&, the almost partition of X generated by P^ ■ • -, Bm is obtained by excluding the sets of measure zero from the collection of all sets of the form D iS,Smo¿P¡, where 6¡E [0, 1 j for 1 z%i zim.
Given two almost partitions of X, Ax and A2, we say that A2 is finer than Ai if for every P E A2 there is A E Ai such that P C A.
If A', A" are two almost partitions of X, we shall use the notation A' VA" for the almost partition of X obtained by excluding the sets of measure zero from the collection j A H P| A E A', P E A" ¡.
If t E-Q^ and A is an almost partition of X, we shall denote with tA the almost partition { t(A) | A E A}.
We shall give below several definitions. It will be convenient, for the purposes of the present paper, to modify slightly the terminology of the note [V] .
Let tE-&, kEN*=\l,2,3,---\; let EXE ®, ■■■,Ek E® and nyEN*,---,nkEN*. If k= 1 and re = re! we shall simply speak of an admissible (or s-admissible) set of order re for t.
With this terminology, if P is an admissible set of order re for r, we set Ô(P, t)= sup pWiE)).
OS; Sn-l
We recall now the following result due to C. E. Linderholm: (A) Let Y EX be a Lebesgue measurable set with piY) > 0 and let f be an automorphism of Y(4). Assume that there is re EN* such that for every y E V ifte sequence (fJ(y))os;<» ¿s periodic with strict period re. There is then an admissible set (4) of order re for f.
For completeness and since we need this result later, we sketch a proof (3) Let A be a set, (aj)0S;<«, a sequence of elements of A. The sequence (a;)0S;<" is periodic if there is n £ N* such that o;+n = a; for all 0 â ; < °°. The smallest integer n with this property is called the strict period of the sequence (aj)o¿j< ».
( ) The notions of automorphism, admissible and s-admissible system make sense equally well for an arbitrary measure space. We shall use these notions, without further explanation, in the case when the underlying space is Y with the induced measure space structure (Y, £8y, py) (here, t8y= ® O Y and ny is the restriction of M to ^y, i.e., PY(E)=ß(E) for EE @y>-below (see also [5, p. 70] and [8, p. 117] for the analogy with the measurepreserving case).
We may assume that re > 1 (for re= 1 the proposition is obvious). We shall show first that: (a) Given any P G ^ywithii(P) > 0 and any 1 ^j S re-1, there is PCP, P G 3y, ß(F) > 0 such that M(P A f;(P)) > 0.
Suppose that (a) is not true. There is then P G -í^y with p. ( If re > 2 we proceed by induction. Suppose that for some 1 |1¡ <re-l we have constructed a set Hk EG, HkE &y, p(Hk) > 0 such that the sets of the sequence (Çi(Hk))osJsk are pairwise disjoint. Applying (a) we find a set Fk+1EHk, Fk+1E Sßy, m(P*+i) > 0 such thatM(P*+i A f*+1(P*+i)) > 0. Since f*+1 is conservative, M(P*+i-f*+I(P4+i)) > 0. Define Hk+x=Fk+l-f*+1(P*+i); we thus obtain a set Hk+lEG, Hk+1E &y, u(Hk+1) > 0 such that the sets of the sequence (ÇJ(Hk+l))0SjSk+i are pairwise disjoint. This completes the proof of ( ß).
(y) There is an admissible set of order re for f. Let J*= ¡P(5) | B E &y, p(B) > 0, the sets of the sequence (f;(P))osjsn-i are pairwise disjoint j. By (ß), J^is nonvoid. Now it is easily seen that JFis an inductive set for the natural order relation. Let P0 G J^be a maximal element; P0 must then be an admissible set of order re for f. In fact, otherwise u(Y -( Uos;Sn-i Çj(B0))) > 0; letting G=Y-( U0<,Sn-i f;(Po)), we note that G E S&Y, p(G) > 0 and (5) For EE. Si, FE ® we write E=F if »(E AF)=0. This defines an equivalence relation in Su. For each E E & we denote with E the corresponding equivalence class. f(G) = G. By (ß), there is Pi EG, ByE SBy, piB/) > 0 such that the sets of the sequence (rJ(Pi))os;'sn-i are pairwise disjoint. But then if P' = P0 UPi, we have B' E S^and B0 < B' contradicting the maximality of P0. This completes the proof of the proposition.
From proposition (A) we deduce: (B) Let t E J& and assume that there is re EN* such that r"=e. There are then EyE@, ■■-, EkE& and nx EN*, ■■■, nkEN* such that (Eh ■ ■ -, Ek)
is an admissible system of order itiy, • • -, re*) for t. For each 1 z% p < oo let Yp be the set of all x E X such that the sequence (Ts(x))0ás<" is periodic with strict period p; note that Yp E ^and t(Yp) = Yp. The hypothesis of our proposition implies that there are integers 1 |»i< ■ ■ ■ <nk zin such that the corresponding sequence (Yn¡)XSlSk constitutes an almost partition of X. Now it is enough to apply proposition (A) to the set Yn¡ and to T|-y ( = the restriction of r to YH) for each I ¿i Sk. Definition 3. An automorphism r will be called periodic if there is re EN* such that Tn=e.
We shall denote S¿= {T= T, E &\ r is periodic j. It is obvious that for T E % we have T E S* if and only if T"= J for some re EN*.
By proposition (B) above, if t E st is periodic, there are sets Pi E Se, ■••, EkE Se and integers nxEN*, ■■■, nk EN* such that (Pi, • • -, Ek) is an admissible system of order (reb • • -, nk) for r. Definition 4. An automorphism t will be called strictly periodic if there is re EN* such that for almost every x EX, the sequence (ts(x))0¿s<«, is periodic with strict period re. The integer re will be called the strict period of 7.
We shall denote S¿x = \T= T, E &\ t is strictly periodic }. We have obviously S^y E &.
By proposition (A) above, if t E -9^ is strictly periodic with strict period re, there is a set P E SB admissible of order re for t.
The above considerations suggest the introduction of the following two classes of isometries:
We shall denote with Si the set of all T = T,E % such that: (1) t is periodic, and (2) there are sets Ey E SB, ■ • -, Ek E SB and integers ret EN*, •••, nk E N* such that (Pb ••■, P¿) is an s-admissible system of order (reh •••,re/t) for t. We have obviously SI e S&.
We shall denote with S/x the set of all T=T,E% such that: (1) r is strictly periodic, and (2) if re is the strict period of r, there is a set P E & s-admissible of order re for t. We have obviously -^i E S^y and Six E SI. Remark that in the above two definitions condition (1) is in fact a consequence of condition (2) . We included condition (1), however, for the sake of clarity.
The following result will be used later: Proof, (la) Let 0 < « £fti -1. We know that (cí> o f -l/dp)(x) is equal to a constant a¿, almost everywhere on fs(A¡). Let now P C fs_1(A¡), P E -^; then f(P) Cfs(A,) and we have fl(F) = p(r1(ï(F)))= i aBdM = a^(f(P)).
In particular, for P= f'^ÍA,) we obtain p(r1(Ai)) = atsp(?(A¡)).
Thus (la) is proved.
(lb) can be proved similarly (we need only remark that f(f"'_1(A¡)) = A¿).
(le) follows from (la) and (lb).
(2) is a consequence of (lc) and proposition (D) above. This completes the proof of Proposition 1. For further reference we shall collect several useful properties of J^~in the following proposition, which we give without proof (see also [5, pp. 62-64] and [8, p. 123 ] From now on, all the topological considerations concerning & will refer to the topology SF.
We shall make use below of the following unpublished result due to C. E.
Linderholm:
(F) Linderholm's approximation theorem. Let t E-& and e > 0. There is then £ G-3^ periodic such that p(\x\ £(x) ¿¿t(x) j) ^e. we have t~1(F) = £~1(F) and hence f*f^(x) dp(x)= (d-^-(x) dp(x).
Jf dp JF dp
This shows that M r-(x) = M -(x) for almost every x EG. dp dp
Now 4>B=4>BnH+ <t>BncH and t(P C\H) =£(P C\H) EG. If follows that T A.
A. dßOj-1_ dp Or1 T , ,7,
and thus
¡Tr<bB-T(4>B\\ = \\Tr<t>BncH-T;<l>BncH\\ ¿2p(BncH) z%2p(CH).
Thus (1) is proved; (2) is an immediate consequence of (1) and proposition (F) above. This completes the proof of Proposition 3. Proof. The proof will be divided into two parts. We shall show first that (I) ThesetofallT=rfE^forwhich(dMori)/dMG^»isdensein «?.
By Proposition 3 it will be enough to show that given t E -0^ periodic and c >0, there is ÇE-Qt periodic such that (dp o f_1)/dV Ei^° and
Since t is periodic, there is re E N* such that Tn=e and we may actually assume that rn = e. We may also assume that re > 1 (if re= 1 there is nothing to prove). Consider the measure ¡>='%2osi¿n-\P° t'; v is absolutely continuous with respect to p. Hence, given e > 0 there is '6, > 0 such that the relations A ESB and p(A) zi 8, imply v(A) z% (. Choose now 1 <N < oo large enough that p(\x\(dpoT-1)(x)/dp> N\) z%5, and let A = |x| (dpo r"1) (x)/dp > N¡, B=Uosisn-iÁA).
We have M(A) g «" hence M(P) á *(A) ^ <; also r(P) By (I) it will be enough to show that given T( E^ for which (dp o f _1)/aV £ 1^ ° and given a neighborhood VF of Tf, there is T{ £ @ C\ W.
By proposition (C) and Remark (2) We may also assume that A(x) = (dp o ^~1/dp)(x) ^ N < oo for every i£X.
We shall now define an automorphism £ with the desired properties.
Let 1 g i ^ k.
Suppose first that n, > 1. Consider the finite sequence (As)0SsSn¡_i of functions, where As=Aofs for Oá«á»¡-l.
Choose an almost partition A¿= By proposition (E), fy>1H._i is also a Lebesgue mapping. If n,= l, we take P,,1=P¿ (p,= l in this case) and we define ft,i,o(*) = f(*) = x for x G P,.
We can at last define the automorphism £ as follows: £(x) = £;,;,s(x) if x: G t(HtJ) for some 1 ^ i"^ A, 1 gy ^p¿, 0 ^ s ^ re¿ -1, and £(x) = x otherwise. By proposition (E), (í7íj)is«s*.is;sp¡ is an s-admissible system of order ini,j)isak,isjapt (where nij=nl for each 1 ¿¡j¿¡Pi) for the automorphism f. If n,>land0|s| »¡ -1, we have P,= U i Sjsp, 77,j and hence fs(P¿) s U i ¿j iK fiHij). We deduce
Thus it will be enough to prove the inequalities (ttí(r+l(Hu)) ifOá*<n,-l, Case 1. 0 g s < n,■-1.
In this case we have Ta By a similar computation, using (*), we get WT(<t>!n'-\H¡J)-T(<t>í'"-\H¡J\ é tß(Hi.j).
Thus the inequalities (**) are proved and hence the proposition is completely proved. Gu,s=ts(Yu), 1 z%i z%k, U/ám, 0 zZs zZrii-l.
Let us now introduce an order relation among the sets G1JS. We say that Gijt, precedes G,-,y,s-if lexicographically (i,j,s) < (¿',j',s')(this means that: either (1) ¿ < i', or (2) ¿=¿' but j <j', or (3) i=i',}-}'', but s <s'). Remark that this defines a total order. Hence we can arrange the sets GlJiS in a sequence according to this order: G0, ■ ■ -, G"_h where G0=GyA:0, Gn_y=Gk¡mnk_y and re = rei(^i s,-s*re,:). For each 0 z% t <re -1, let f, be a Lebesgue mapping of G, onto Gt+y. Define the mapping tn_y. G"_i^G0 by the equations:
f Thus T¡ verifies also (2) .
It remains to show that T¡ E W. For this it will be enough to show that T(E V(TT;(; A(r;(Ey, ■■ -,Ek); (ny, ■ ■ -,nk))).
Let Ui'si: re 7+1 This is possible since the series /,, (6/0 + 1)) (here6= (c/i(P0))/re) diverges.
Note that the sequence (fs(P,))osjsr,osssn-i constitutes a partition of X.
For each 0 g ;' ¿ r, 0 S, s ^ re-1 let Gi,.-S*(F¡).
As before, we can introduce an order relation among the sets Gjs: we say that GjS precedes Gy,,> if lexicographically (j,s) <(j',s') (this means that either y <j' or that j=j' but s <s'). This defines a total order. Hence we can arrange the sets G¿, in a sequence according to this order. This sequence consists of re(r+ 1) elements, the first one being G0y0=F0 and the last one In fact, suppose for a moment that (7) is proved. Since T( is a positive operator, we deduce from (7) nj+s Thus (7) is proved. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
2. Let T= T,E y ■ We say that Tadmits a totally a-finite invariant measure equivalent to ß if there is a totally cr-finite measure v on Se, invariant under t (i.e., satisfying vaT~l = v) and equivalent to ß. We say that the individual ergodic theorem holds for T if for every fESf1, lim( Z T'f(x) exists almost everywhere.
From Theorem 2 we deduce:
Theorem 3. The set of all T E ^ for which the individual ergodic theorem holds is a set of first category in 3'; hence, the set of all T E ^ which admit a totally o-finite invariant measure equivalent to ß is a set of first category in ^.
Proof. Let TE ^ and consider the following assertions: (a) T admits a totally cr-finite invariant measure equivalent to ß.
(b) The individual ergodic theorem holds for T. 
